C2 lock and load

It only takes a minute to sign up. Employed in the Security Industry for over twenty years I have
occasionally been encouraged to 'lock and load' - an exhortation to be ready for what is coming.
But I would have expected to 'load' myself with kit and courage - first - then to 'lock' my
equipment and personal disposition as a secondary activity. Indeed, my own experience of
weaponry confined to a firing range in Buckinghamshire is of loading the weapon, then locking
the weapon. My observation, also, of larger pieces of belligerent equipment, is that they are
loaded with ammunition, first, and then secured for firing. The Wictionary article on 'lock and
load' attributes the modern beginnings of its popular use to a John Wayne film in The script
writer at the time is presumably quoting from an instructor manual, dated , which refers to
dummy! It is doubtful that the filmed quote refers to 'musquets' sic and their peculiarities,
reference 1. The transposition "loaded and locked" is used by Walter Scott in , unambiguously
in reference to a flintlock pistol. Prepare the rifle for loading. Pull the operating rod handle to the
rear until the bolt is securely locked open. Loading a full clip. Grasp the rifle with your left hand
just forward of and under the receiver. Place the butt of the rifle on or against something fairly
solid such as your thigh, a table or the ground. Using your right hand place the clip on the top
center of the cartridge with your hand extended down the right side of the rifle so that your
hand is just forward of the operating rod handle. Push the clip down until it latches. The
operating handle and bolt should stay to the rear as long as downward pressure is maintained
on the top cartridge. The reason for the order of 'to lock and load' has been almost entirely
forgotten in contemporary use. The phrase is a relic from the period when guns used loose
gunpowder, popularized in its imperative form since sometime before Now chiefly hist. In the
case of flintlocks, for example, the lock struck flint; in the case of percussion locks, which
succeeded flintlocks, the lock struck a percussion cap a development enabled by the discovery
and use of mercury fulminate. Other examples include the matchlock a slow, smoldering match
ignited the charge , the wheel-lock, the firelock, etc. Examples of historical use of 'to lock and
load' pre are comparatively rare, but make clear that the essential meaning is "to prepare to
fire". For example, this from the Lord Roldan :. Similarly, this next, dated from the publication of
the Collections of the New Brunswick Historical Society :. An publication of an patent in Patents
for Inventions makes the sense particularly clear:. Joseph T. I don't personally know much
about firearms, but doing some research seemed to confirm the question's assertion that
"loading" ought to come prior to "locking. From the Wikipedia page on "Bolt action" firearms:.
As the handle is operated, the bolt is unlocked and pulled back opening the breech, the spent
cartridge case is extracted and ejected, the firing pin within the bolt is cocked either on opening
or closing of the bolt depending on the gun design and engages the sear, then upon the bolt
being pushed back a new cartridge if available is loaded into the chamber, and finally the
breech is closed tight by the bolt locking against the receiver. Unless someone with more
expertise in firearms can explain an alternative meaning of "locking" that would occur prior to
the loading of the weapon, I would posit that the phrase caught on in popularity simply because
it rolls well off the tongue, often spoken and sometimes even written as "Lock N' Load," which
was also the name of a film. For what it's worth, searching newspapers. Notably, a car or truck
would need to be loaded before it was locked as well. In both cases, it appears that the writers
or speakers are ignoring chronology in favor of style when they use the words "locked and
loaded" or "lock and load. Lee Ermey, episode on pistols , doesn't squarely answer the
question, but it is consistent with the interpretation that "lock" refers to cocking the hammer
back before loading the percussion cap into the gun. So, I think it should be "lock and load", as
in the title of Ermey's show. When I was on the high school rifle team the range master would
command us "ready on the right ready on the left" Load, Lock! Load your rifle, lock the bolt and
fire on command. It also is more descriptive and correct thinking pattern. Gladly for me I am
from Finland and we do things as they are, so we have command: "load and secure". So our
weapon is ready to shoot as soon as one removes the safety. Sign up to join this community.
The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. So which should it be - 'lock and load' or
'load and lock'? Ask Question. Asked 3 years, 3 months ago. Active 1 year, 1 month ago. Viewed
9k times. But the article also references a British saying 'loaded and locked' : The transposition
"loaded and locked" is used by Walter Scott in , unambiguously in reference to a flintlock pistol.
And also a German saying : German "laden und sichern" "load and secure" So which is it : 1 Do
I 'lock and load' my 'musquet' and dummy catridges with the instructor and John Wayne?
Improve this question. Nigel J. Nigel J Nigel J Whether it makes sense or not, "lock and load" is
idiomatic , for 40 years or so. Load and then lock is the temporal order; but the fixed phrase is
locked and loaded more often as conjoined perfecti participles than infinitives. So which do you
want to refer to? The fixed phrase or the temporal order? JohnLawler Well, it seems I have a
choice of the 'fixed' phrase. And my question was - which should it be, bearing in mind the
practicalities involved? I'm beginning to think that 'lock and load' has more to do with sounding

like 'rock and roll' than it has to do with anything practical. Add a comment. Active Oldest
Votes. Improve this answer. Urboli Hy P. Urboli 96 1 1 silver badge 1 1 bronze badge. OED In the
case of flintlocks, for example, the lock struck flint; in the case of percussion locks, which
succeeded flintlocks, the lock struck a percussion cap a development enabled by the discovery
and use of mercury fulminate. For example, this from the Lord Roldan : "O! Similarly, this next,
dated from the publication of the Collections of the New Brunswick Historical Society An
publication of an patent in Patents for Inventions makes the sense particularly clear By far the
better answer. Taylor Nov 22 '17 at Times 19 Nov. Very interesting. It seems the practicalities are
being ignored for the sake of dramatic emphasis. Well, I never thought the film industry could
ever, ever be so superficial. NigelJ Haha yes, hard to believe, isn't it. I'm hoping someone who
knows more about firearms can add an answer that addresses this in more detail. Hot Licks
gave a great answer to my "pop a cap" question. The same order of activity is true with regard
to drunks who wind up at the city jail: first they get loaded, and then they get locked up. Greg
Lee Greg Lee Isto Vilhola Isto Vilhola 1. But doesn't "secure" refer to safing? Yes indeed. We
load the gun and put safe on so one doesn't shoot accdidentally. I know the historical
reasoning. But as it was In the series "The Pacific" i. If they do well, it's stupid. Isn't there a race
condition in your ordering? Can't the safety be engaged prior to loading the weapon? Otherwise
there's a brief period when it's loaded but the safety is off? Featured on Meta. Opt-in alpha test
for a new Stacks editor. Visual design changes to the review queues. Linked Related 9. Hot
Network Questions. Question feed. Add To Cart. Founded in Australia by visual effects veteran
Roger Bolton, CoreMelt is the go-to destination for and final cut pro x plugins and effects sold
at affordable prices. In doing so, we hope to improve productivity and workflow for video
editors while at the same time guaranteeing that the best and most creative projects can be
created easily at the tip of your fingers. Our products focus on final cut pro x plugins and
include the following:. Slice X , powered by mocha, which is one of the most powerful masking
and tracking tools out there. This FCPX plugin includes eleven motion templates for common
tasks, including Shape Masks which work seamlessly with many built-in FCPX effects, such as
the built-in color corrector and many third party plugins. These are just a few examples of the
products CoreMelt has in store. Our customers include editors and motion graphics artists
working on some of the biggest properties in TV and film. Menu Cart 0. Everything Bundle The
Everything Bundle is our most powerful toolset. PaintX powered by mocha PaintX powered by
mocha is a unique fast and powerful tool for quick fix ups of all kinds during the finishing of
your edit. V2 Plugin Set Over plugins, glows, blurs, glitch, transitions, utilities. Used by the pros
Instant download of any our products, try for 15 days. No credit card or email needed for trial.
This FCPX plugin includes eleven motion templates for common tasks, including Shape Masks
which work seamlessly with many built-in FCPX effects, such as the built-in color corrector and
many third party plugins Chromatic , the most complete and flexible integrated FCPX plugin
solution for color grading directly on the Final Cut Pro timeline. Web lafcpug. Review by Steve
Douglas One thing that has consistently impressed me whenever I have reviewed any products
from CoreMelt is that they never appear to stop working on improvements to their plug- in sets
even long after they have been released. Editors have continually been notified of both new
products and updated and improved plug-ins, usually with several new or free plug-ins
included. Lock and Load will only analyze between the in and out points so you won't have to
worry about wasting hard drive space on unused media or, as with Apple's Smooth Cam, need
to export your in and out points as a self contained movie before importing back into Final Cut
Pro and applying the Smooth Cam filter in order to best avoid the larger analyzed files. The
entire process is as simple as can be. Pretty small. CoreMelt claims a 6x increase in analysis
speed over Smoothcam and literally double the speed of Magic Bullet Steady. Rendering for
both clips was quite quick with a render time of 46 seconds for the 4. Once you have finished
the quick task of allowing Track Motion to do its thing, you have a few choices as to how you
wish to fine-tune the results. There are 3 modes of Stabilization. I tested using the one most
editors, I believe, will go to more frequently, the Smooth Single Shot mode which will smooth
out the jitter and bumps maintaining your basic camera motion. The Smooth, Multi shot mode
selection can detect cuts in footage and treat them separately. I tried this mode on a clip with a
cut in it and the Smooth, Multi shot mode did a good job. I did notice that the percentage of the
actual zoom seemed about the same for both parts of the clip when I expected the second cut to
have considerably less zoom to it. Perhaps I was simply mistaken in my expectation. The final
mode, Lock Down' has its uses as well, I would imagine a jitter or bump while using a tripod or
monopod would take advantage of the Lock Down mode. However, it appeared that the amount
of zoom using Lock Down was considerably greater than in the other modes. For my nature
genre footage the zoom percentage jumped to huge amounts rendering Lock Down mode
inappropriate for the type of footage I generally film. While the Smooth, Single Shot mode will

be the most used method to achieve stabilization, the other modes work well and have their
purposes. Smart Zoom is, additionally, the zoom mode that will be most preferred. There are
also 2 Zoom modes. However, when I switched to the Fixed Zoom mode, I found it very easy to
keyframe the amount of zoom to my footage needs. Finally, once you have established the
mode of both stabilization and zoom you have the Maximum Margin control which defaults to
The greater the margin setting the better it is in regards to retaining the maximum video
resolution. For my underwater clips where fighting currents and surge is always a problem, I
needed to set the margin percentage to 2 or 3. Once rendered, you no longer have access to
this information. I would prefer that I could still see this info even after render. You can see the
margins on the left of this clip of a marble ray after the Track Motion analysis has been applied.
The next step is to adjust the strength and zoom. Keep in mind; using any form of stabilization
filter, that I am aware of, requires a compromise between stability and video resolution. The
more you zoom in to repair a less than stable shot, the greater the decrease in resolution. There
is really no need to use a stabilizer on a clip devoid of unwanted movement and shot solidly off
a good tripod. However, there are many times where tripod pans and tilts as well as hand held
shot jitter demand an excellent motion tracker and stabilization. The supplied PDF manual is
concise but complete and answered any initial questions I had regarding supplied parameter
controls. Very well worth the purchase! He is available for both private and group seminars for
Final Cut Pro and leads underwater filming expeditions and African safaris with upcoming
excursions to the Red Sea and Egypt for Nov. More Reviews. This article first appeared on This
article or section contains information derived from Co-op Missions , and should not be
considered part of the official StarCraft storyline. When the Daelaam , Zerg Swarm , and Terran
Dominion returned to Ulnar to enter the Void and face Amon , Amon's forces attempted to
destabilize the temple's celestial locks to overload the temple's energies and destroy it, which
would prevent their entry. Rohana led the defense of the locks. During the battle, Amon took
command of a xel'naga construct , which Rohana requested that the allied commanders
destroy. This mission has players spawn on the southwestern corner of the map. Expansions
are on low ground and are close together, but not enough that both can be defended at once,
especially since the map is wide open. Over the course of the map, attack forces will spawn and
move towards one of the five celestial locks, capturing it. Once the first lock is captured, the
locks will begin to charge towards overload, represented by a percentage and a power gauge.
The more locks Amon's forces control, the faster the overload will charge. The players must
capture all five locks before this happens. When both players have at least one unit at a lock, it
will begin to be captured, but will pause if a player moves their units away. Once a lock is
captured by the player forces, Amon will send attack waves to retake it. Destroying all enemy
units near the lock before it falls under their control will stop the capture attempt. Static
defenses are important on this map to relieve the stress of micromanaging an army across all
the control points to stop enemy capture attempts. The western, southern, and central locks are
lightly guarded by enemies, and the central lock is on high ground making an approach early on
a bit dangerous. The northern and eastern locks are behind larger enemy bases which may
include hybrid. If the two players wish to capture multiple locks at once, a simple solution is for
them to assign a worker unit to follow an ally's forces, allowing the ally to capture a lock on
their own as long as the worker is near it. During the mission a xel'naga construct spawns in the
northeastern end of the map, behind an enemy garrison. It can be destroyed to earn bonus exp.
This mission is one of the few in Co-op that can be played indefinitely; if one player places a
unit near the final lock to be captured, the overload percentage will not increase, and the
players can keep playing. This is useful for completing the Co-op achievements. As another
useful feature of the map, both the enemy bases that can be destroyed have resource nodes
that can be claimed, a necessity for prolonged play as starting resources will eventually run out.
Be aware though that enemy attack waves will continue to spawn via warp-in and drop pods.
The mission was designed to promote cooperative action between players, as per its point
capture-type objectives. It is changed from the original map in that certain areas have been
flattened for the multiplayer version. Adjustments were made to some resource expansion
areas. This is one of three Co-op missions in which commanders may "infinitely" grind
achievement stats; This can be done by leaving one of the locks disabled while stopping it from
being locked by enemy waves. Enemy waves will continuously spawn at both enemy bases
even when all buildings and units on the map are destroyed. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign
In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Vivendi Games. Mission: Temple
of Unification. Blizzard Entertainment , accessed on Co-op Missions. Protoss Co-op
Commanders. Ancient nexus Zeratul's beacon Artifact reserve Ancient assimilator Xel'naga
passageway Core forge Tesseract cannon Tesseract monolith Void shrine Constructs facility
Constructs bay Void suppression crystal. Terran Co-op Commanders. Han and Horner. Layna

Nikara. Zerg Co-op Commanders. Infested command center Infested colonist compound
Infested refinery Infested barracks Infested bunker Infested engineering bay Infested missile
turret Infested factory Infested armory Infested starport Infested tech lab. NPC Characters.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. We
appreciate your business and want you to know we are doing everything possible to continue to
respond to the record level of demand for ammunition, bullets, cartridge cases, reloading
presses and accessories. Hornady does not sell core products directly to the public - we kindly
ask that you contact retailers about availability. Thank you for your support. The Power-Pac
Linkage System literally multiplies and accelerates the leverage you apply to the handle. And
since the AP features automatic indexing, priming and ejection, every pull of the handle give
you a precisely loaded round. Find a Retailer. Add one to each die set for the ultimate in quick
change overs. The ingenious case retainer spring allows you to quickly and easily remove or
insert a case at any point in the loading process. Each station moves half a stage on the down
stroke and half on the up stroke, making for ultra smooth functioning. This process is much
smoother than presses that do all their indexing on the down stroke. Turn your progressive
press into a bench mounted ammo factory! This kit represents the ultimate reloading setup for
maximum production in shorter sessions. Decapped primers drop into the tube and travel to the
bottle, where they can be collected for future disposal. Use it to conveniently store finished
rounds. Install the bracket and caddy on either side of the press and rotate to the desired
position. Then, insert supplied tools, including three combination wrenches, four hex wrenches,
needle nose pliers, and a Hornady Deluxe Die Wrench for quick access and efficient
organization. An extra large capacity catcher is available as an option. Extra Large Capacity
Catcher Item Gain a deep knowledge of ballistic science and access our improved ballistic
calculator. Introducing the latest products from the worldwide leader in ammunition. Access all
the features of our classic Reloading Handbook on your mobile device. Sign Up. Designed and
developed by IdeaBank Marketing. Item Find a Retailer. Universal Case Retainer Spring The
ingenious case retainer spring allows you to quickly and easily remove or insert a case at any
point in the loading process. Change the primer shuttle. Change the primer feed tube. Case
Activated Powder Drop Case activated powder drop will dispense a powder charge only when a
cartridge case is present. Automatic Indexing Each station moves half a stage on the down
stroke and half on the up stroke, making for ultra
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smooth functioning. Get the Kit. The six locking lugs on the die and press bushings will hold it
securely in position. Distance: 10 miles 25 miles 50 miles miles miles. United States. Cookie
Statement:. We use cookies and other similar tools to help deliver the best possible user
experience while browsing our site. By continuing to use this site, you consent to the use of
cookies on your device unless you have disabled them. You can change your cookie settings at
any time using the controls on your web browser. However, parts of our site may not function
correctly without them. Ballistic Resources Gain a deep knowledge of ballistic science and
access our improved ballistic calculator. New Products Introducing the latest products from the
worldwide leader in ammunition. Get the Reloading App Access all the features of our classic
Reloading Handbook on your mobile device. Want more from Hornady? Sign up to receive new
product announcements, special offers, and the annual product catalog.

